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COUNTINGS-GROUPS AND NILPOTENT GROUPS
by MARCUS DU SAUTOY

1. Introduction

Animals are divided into:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)
(m)
(n)

belonging to the Emperor;
embalmed;
tame;
sucking pigs;
sirens;
fabulous;
stray dogs;
included in the present classification;
frenzied;
innumerable;
drawn with a very fine camel hair brush;
et cetera;
having just broken the water pitcher;
that from a long way off look like flies.

Borges quoting from "A certain Chinese encyclopaedia".
Classification is perhaps one of the great themes of Mathematics, not least in
group theory In the 1890's the work of Killing and E. Gartan provided a classification
of the simple Lie groups via their Dynkin diagrams. The 1980's saw the completion of
the classification of finite simple groups. However, if we take even the least mysterious
of the simple groups, the cyclic group of order a prime p, we still don't have a sensible
classification of how we can put such groups together to build groups of order a
power of p. In fact it has been considered that no such meaningful classification will
materialize and we will just have to relegate ^-groups to categories (i) and (j) of Borges
Chinese encyclopaedia.
But there are attempts afoot to give some order to ^-groups. In this paper we
introduce zeta functions as a tool for studying finite groups which offers new insight
into two existing approaches to the taming of ^-groups. In Part I we apply zeta
functions to an approach introduced by Graham Higman in the sixties. If you can't
say what the groups of order ^ look like, you might attempt to at least say how many
there are and rescue ^-groups from the fate of Borges's classification (j). In Part II
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we take a more recent structural approach introduced very successfully in the eighties
by Charles Leedham-Green and Mike Newman. They suggested to sort ^-groups with
respect to a new invariant called the coclass of a j&-group. A p-group of order p" and
nilpotency class c is said to have coclass r=n— c.
Part I concerns the following counting function and various refinements:
Definition 1.1. — Let p be a prime, n an integer and denote by
f(n,p)=the number of p-groups (up to isomorphism) of order p".
The following table shows the majority of our current knowledge of the explicit
values off(n,p) based on computer computation:
/(1^)=1

/(2^)=2
/(3,j&)=5
/(4,2)=14
/(4^)=15 for p odd

/(5,2)=51
/(5,3)=67
f{5,p)=2R + 2gcd(p - 1, 3) + gcd(p - 1, 4) + 61 for p ^ 5
f{6,p) is given by a quadratic polynomial in p
whose coefficients depend on p mod 60.
Higman and Sims (see [22] and [38]) gave an asymptotic formula for the
behaviour of this function as n grows (and p is fixed):
(1)

f{n,p)=p^27+o^n3 as 72^00.

However Higman predicted a more subtle behaviour of this function as you vary
the prime p and fix n which starts to reveal itself in the above evidence for n = 5 and
6. This is encapsulated in what has become known as Higman's PORC conjecture:
Conjecture 1.2. (PORC) — For fixed n there is an integer N and polynomials Pn,iQ^)for
0 ^ i ^ N - 1 so that if p = i mod N then
/(^)=P^).
PORC stands for Polynomial On Residue Classes. Higman's PORC conjecture
has withstood any attack since Higman's own contribution in [23] in which he proved
that counting class 2 elementary abelian p by elementary abelian ^-groups was PORG.
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In this paper we introduce a new tool, a zeta function, for tackling the
enumeration of finite ^-groups. This is defined as follows:
Definition 1.3. — Let p be a prime. For integers n, c, d define S^(c, d , p ) to be the set of
finite p-groups (up to isomorphism) of class at most c generated by at most d generators and put
f{n, p , c, d) = card {o C ^ d, p) : |G| =^} .
Define the ^eta junction of class c, d-generator p-groups to be:
00

^c,d,p(s)= Y,f{n,
p,c, d)?-"
^An,P,
»=o

= Ge^(c,
Ed,p) i^r.
This is a generalization of a classical function introduced to count finite abelian
groups which has a nice description in terms of the Riemann zeta function: let ^(d)
denote the finite abelian groups (up to isomorphism) of rank at most d then
W^)=

^ IAI-^^)^)..-^).
A^^{d}

In fact there is an Euler product here expressing the fact that an abelian group is a
direct product of abelian j^-groups:
^{d){s)=

Y[ ^\,d,p{s),
p prime

Since finite nilpotent groups are direct products of finite ^-groups we can use
the zeta functions counting ^-groups to count nilpotent groups:
Definition 1.4. — For integers n, c, d define ^\c, d) to be the set of finite nilpotent groups
(up to isomorphism) of class at most c generated by at most d generators and put
g{n, c, d} = card {G G ^\c, d} : |G| = n} .
Define the ^eta function of class c, d-generator nilpotent groups to be:
00

^c,d(s)= ^^n,c,d)n~5
n=\

= G^^{c,d)
E IGI-.
In this paper we prove the following theorems which generalize the classical
results for finite abelian groups:
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Theorem 1.5. — For integers c and d there exists an Euler product

^^= n ^^s).
p prime

Theorem 1.6. — For a fixed prime p and integers c and d, the function ^c,d,p(s) is a rational
junction in p'3.
Corollary 1.7. — For a fixed prime p and integers c and d the junction f(n) =f(n, p, c, d)
satisfies a linear recurrence relation with constant coefficients.

This Corollary shows the smooth behaviour when we fix a prime and count
f^^f^^P^ ^5 d) and offers some hope to rescue ^-groups form Borges's classification (i).
As for fixing n and varying p, we have managed to put some algebraic geometry
into the picture. Although this does not establish yet the strong uniformity predicted
by Higman's PORG conjecture, we have established the following uniform behaviour:
Theorem 1.8. — For each c and d there exist finitely many subvarieties E^ ^ d (i C T(^ d}) of
a variety Y,, d defined over Q and for each I C T(^ d) a rational function P^ ^ i(X, Y) G Q(X, Y)
such that for almost all primes p
^c,d,p{s)=

^ e^d,p^c,dAp,p~5)
ICT(c, </)

where
ec,d,p,i=C2ird{a € Yc,d(Fp) '- a G E^^(F^) if and only if i G I}.
Here Y means reduction of the variety mod p which is defined for almost all p.

Since f[n, p}=f(n, p , n — \,ri) this Theorem for ^-\,n,p{s) has the following
corollary for the numbers/^, p) :
Corollary 1.9. — For each n there exist finitely many subvarieties E^ (i G T(^)) of a variety
\n defined over Q and for each I C T(n) a polynomial H^j(X) C QJX] such that for almost all
primes p
A^P)=^^p,lH.n,l{p)
ICT

where
en,p,i=card{a G Yn{Tp) ' a G ^i,n(Fp) if and only if i C 1} .
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So counting ^-groups is given by the number of points on varieties mod p (or
NOPOV, not quite as catchy as Higman's culinary shorthand). Not only that, the
varieties E^ ^ ^ are explicitly defined and arise from the resolution of singularities of a
polynomial we associate to each pair (c, d). This theorem therefore offers some hope
to approach Higman's PORC conjecture by analysing the nature of these varieties.
Using the analysis in [14] and [13] we can show that the uniform behaviour of
the zeta functions in Theorem 1.8 implies the following asymptotic behaviour for the
number g{n, c, d) of nilpotent groups of order n, of class at most c, generated by at
most d elements:
Theorem 1.10. — There exist a rational number a(c, d) € Q, an integer ft(c, d) ^ 0 and
y(c, d) C R such that
^ , c , d ) + • . . + ^c^d) - 7(^ d) . ^5 ^ (log nf0-d).

This refines in some sense the result (1) of Higman and Sims.
The first part of the paper deals with counting ^-groups of fixed class. To actually
classify ^-groups according to class looks rather hopeless as a list of such groups rapidly
grows more and more complicated as c grows. The second part of the paper turns
to a more fruitful invariant introduced in 1980 by Charles Leedham-Green and Mike
Newman [28]. A j&-group of order p'1 and nilpotency class c is said to have coclass
r=n— c. They made five Conjectures A to E, in decreasing order of strength, which
offered some insight into how ^-groups look when sorted with respect to this new
invariant.
Remarkably these conjectures have now been confirmed. A proof of the strongest
conjecture A can be found in Leedham-Green's paper [29] and Shalev's paper [37].
It says that although a j&-group of fixed coclass will have class commensurate with the
size of the j^-group, nonetheless this j^-group is close to being abelian.
Since the proof of these conjectures, a new set of conjectures due to Newman
and O'Brien [32] has appeared on the scene, offering a more delicate description of a
natural directed graph that can be built from ^-groups of a given coclass. The vertices
of this graph consist of all j^-groups for a fixed prime p, one for each isomorphism
type, and its edges are the pairs (P, QJ with P isomorphic to the quotient CL/Y^QJ
where Yc(QJ is the last non-trivial term of the lower central series of Q; One of the
conjectures (Conjecture P) concerns the periodic behaviour of these graphs.
Each directed graph consists of a finite number of sporadic points together with
a finite number of families J^ each consisting of a single infinite chain (whose inverse
limit defines a pro-/? group G) with finite twigs emanating from the points on the
infinite chain. In the case of the prime p = 2, these twigs have bounded length. For
each integer M, let ^(M) denote the tree consisting of the infinite chain and twigs
pruned to length at most M. Our main result of Part II is:
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Theorem 1.11. — The tree ^(M) is ultimately periodic.
For p = 2 this confirms the qualitative part of Conjecture P. Here "ultimately"
means that there may be a finite piece at the top (the "tyranny of the small55 as
Newman refers to it) which needs to be chopped off before the tree becomes periodic.
The proof depends on proving the rationality of various associated zeta functions
capturing the repetition of twigs of a particular shape, extending the spirit of the first
part of the paper.
Let c(r, n,p) denote the number of ^-groups of order P71 and coclass r and defme
the Poincare series of ^-groups of coclass r to be
00

Z^(X)= ^c^n,p)X\
n=0

We prove the following theorem which provides some information about the
unpruned trees J^ :
Theorem 1.12. — For each p and r, Z^(X) is a rational Junction.
All the proofs in this paper in some part depend on using another zeta function
introduced to classify the unclassifiable by Grunewald, Segal and Smith [21]. The
normal zeta function is defined for an infinite group G as follows:

^)= E i^nr
H(E^(G)

=f;^(G)^
where JK\G) denotes the set of normal subgroups of finite index in G. One can also
define a zeta function counting all subgroups of finite index however it is this normal
zeta function that will be relevant to us. Grunewald, Segal and Smith proposed these
zeta functions as a tool in trying to understand the wild category of finitely generated
nilpotent groups. These zeta functions of groups turn out to be functions with a lot
of interesting properties. But they suffered a certain amount of criticism: although
interesting in their own right, they did not serve as a very useful tool in the study
of groups. The philosophy of this paper is that, although originally introduced for
the study of infinite groups, zeta functions are a very powerful tool in understanding
finite ^-groups and nilpotent groups. I hope that this paper will answer some of these
criticisms and stimulate group theorists to adopt these zeta functions as a potentially
very powerful weapon in their arsenal.
The connection to the first part of the paper comes from the fact that the set of
finite nilpotent groups ^V\c^ d) is precisely the set of finite quotients up to isomorphism
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of the free nilpotent group F^ ^ of class c on d generators. However the zeta function
^ ^s) ls g011^ to overcount these images since one finite nilpotent group can be
realised as a finite quotient by several normal subgroups. But we can overcome this
overcounting by introducing a correction factor into the zeta function ^< (j). Define
"-c^d'

Sp to be automorphism group of the pro-p completion (F^ d) of F^ ^ Then we shall
prove the following:
Theorem 1.13.
W^

E^ 1(0, : N|-|(8, : Stab^(N)|-1.
N<

^,^

With this theorem to hand we apply the machinery of definable j&-adic integrals
developed in [3] 5 [4] and [8] and in particular the new concept of cone integrals
introduced in [14] and [13].
We have focused so far on counting finite images of the free nilpotent group
up to isomorphism. However as we shall explain, the results actually apply in a much
broader context to counting finite images of any nilpotent or j&-adic analytic group up
to isomorphism.
This is particularly relevant in the applications in the second part of the paper to
counting ^-groups of fixed coclass and understanding the periodicity of the associated
trees. The proof of Coclass Conjecture A allows us to define a sort of universal
j&-adic analytic pro-p group whose finite images capture all finite j&-groups of coclass r.
However it also has other images which are not of coclass r. Coclass at first sight looks
very undefinable. But we prove that as a corollary of Conjecture A, we can capture
coclass by definable sentences. This allows us to write down a definable integral which
describes the zeta function ^f(j)=Z^ p{p~5) and by [8] and [4] prove Theorem 1.12.
We need to squeeze the model theory to its limit to prove the periodicity of
Theorem 1.11. Counting numbers of groups doesn't say anything about the shape
of the tree. However we can use the flexibility of the notion of definability to count
the number of points in the tree which have certain descendant patterns: this is then
enough to capture the notion of periodicity.
The last section contains a number of explicit examples of these rational functions
counting coclass.
The results of this paper were announced in [9]. A gender introduction to some
of the themes exploited in the current paper can be found in [19].
Just as the last two centuries saw the classification of simple Lie groups and simple
finite groups, both at first sight quite out of reach, maybe the dawn of the new century
offers some hope to understand the class of finite j^-groups and nilpotent groups. Who
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knows, perhaps such a classification will be as exotic as Borges's menagerie of animals.
We hope at least that the present paper offers some contribution to this project.
Acknowledgements. — I would like to thank the Royal Society for the support that
their University Research Fellowship has provided me during the course of this piece
of work. I would also like to thank Dan Segal whose support, advice and suggestions
are always invaluable.
Notation.
J^(F) denotes the set of normal subgroups of F of finite index.
J%^(F) denotes the set of normal subgroups of F of j&-power index.
<^(F) denotes equivalence classes of J^(F) under the action of the automorphism
group of F.
f{n,p) is the number of groups of order p'1.
f{n,p, c, d) is the number of groups of order j^ of class bounded by c and
generated by at most d elements.
g{n, c, d) is the number of nilpotent groups of order n of class bounded by c and
generated by at most d elements.
c{r, TZ, p) is the number of groups of order j&" and coclass r.

Part I. Counting finite j&-groups and nilpotent groups of class c
2. Euler products for the zeta functions counting finite nilpotent groups
We generalize the setting a little from the introduction.
Definition 2.1. — For any group F let ^F) (respectively ^(F), p prime) denote the set of
finite quotients (respectively finite p-quotients) of the group ¥ up to isomorphism and set

w^ Ge^fF)
E ^r
^)= GC^(F)
E \G\~st
If F = F^ d is the free nilpotent group of class c on d generators, then the set
^F) is all finite nilpotent groups of class less than or equal to c and with at most d

generators, i.e. ^(F^ ^(s) = ^ ^). Note that if F denotes the profinite completion and
¥p denotes the pro-j& completion of F then ^(F)(J) = ^^(s) and ^(F)(^) = ^ ^) (see
p
section 1 of [21]).
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We are going to use the zeta function counting normal subgroups in F to
understand the zeta function ^(F)(^). Recall that this is defined in [21] as follows:
Definition 2.2. — For any group F let ^(F) (respectively ^(F)) denote the set of normal
subgroups of finite index (respectively p-power index) in F. Then

GF^)= E |F:H|H€^(F)

^»= HG^(F)
E i^nr.
Each normal subgroup of finite index gives rise to a finite group in the set ^(F).
However the zeta function counting normal subgroups overcounts the finite images of
F since each finite image appears in several ways as a finite image of F. It is interesting
to compare the expressions in the case o f F = Z ^ the rank d free abelian group. As we
indicated in the introduction

w^)- E w^w'w
Ae^{d)

whilst
^(^(^-l)-^-^!)
(see [21]).
We introduce an equivalence relation on the set ^(F) and count equivalence
classes. Let Aut(F) denote the group of automorphisms of F.
Definition 2.3. — Call two subgroups Hi and Hs G ^(F) equivalent if there exists an
automorphism g e Aut(F) such that gH^=H^. Let J^F) denote the set of equivalence classes.
Define the index |F : N[ of an equivalence class N to be the index of any representative for the class
in F and then define the ^eta function:
W^= I^I^NI"Ne^(F)
Similarly we define a local ^eta function for each prime p:

^^=

I^NIN€^(IQ

Since index is preserved by an automorphism ^(F) C J^F).
Note that equivalent subgroups define isomorphic finite quotients. It is not true
in general though that an isomorphism between finite quotients can be lifted to an
automorphism of F.
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It is true, however, for suitable relatively free profinite groups. The following
definition is taken from Chapter 15 of [20]:
Definition 2.4. — A family W of finite groups is called almost full if the following hold:
(1) W contains nontrivial groups;
(2) ifG G Wthen all homomorphic images and subgroups ofG belong to ^
(3) ifG^ €2 G Wthen Gi x €3 € ^
An inverse limit of W groups is called a pro-W group.

So for example we can take ^to be finite j^-groups, abelian groups, nilpotent
groups or solvable groups.
Proposition 2.5. — Let ^ be an almost full family of finite groups and let ¥ be a free
pro-W group. Let Hi and VL^ be normal subgroups of finite index in F. T^F/Hi and F/H2 are
isomorphic then there exists an automorphism g off such that gH^ =H^.

For a proof we refer to Proposition 15.31 of [20].
Corollary 2.6. — Let ^be an almost full family of finite groups and let F be a free pro-W
group. Then
^{s)=^^{s).

Let F=F^ denote the profinite completion of the free class c, (/-generator
nilpotent group. Then F is the free (/-generator pro- W group where ^is the class
of finite nilpotent groups of class at most c. The set ^(F) of finite quotients is then
just the set ^fc, d) of finite nilpotent groups that we are seeking to count. Similarly,
if ¥p denotes the pro-p completion of ¥c,d then we get the same conclusion with finite
groups replaced by finite ^-groups. So we have the following:
Corollary 2.7. — Let F denote the profinite completion of the free class c d-generator nilpotent
group and Fp its pro-p completion (or the Sylow p-subgroup off). Then
^^(s)=^^(s)
^^=^^)=^^

We prove now a more general Euler product than that stated in the Introduction
(Theorem 1.5).
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Theorem 2.8. — Let T be a finitely generated nilpotent group (abstract or profinite). Then
^Y)(S)=

JJ

^(F^).

p prime

Proof. — If G=F/N is a finite image of F then G=G^ x ... x G^ ^
F/N^ x ... x F/N^ where G^ is the Sylow pi-subgroup of G. Conversely if F/N^
(z= 1, ...,r) is a finite j&rimage then setting N = fiN^ we get that F/N ^ F/N^ x ... x
F/N^ is a finite image of F. Also F/N ^ F/M if and only if the corresponding Sylow
^-subgroups are isomorphic. This sets up a 1-1 correspondence between finite
images (up to isomorphism) G of F of order n=p[l...pa,r and r-tuples (G^p...,G^)
of images (up to isomorphism) of F where G^ has order p^\ Hence we get our Euler
product. D
Corollary 2.9.

- ^= n ^^)p prime

In the case of a free pro- W group F we have shown that the function ^^[s)
and its local factors ^(F)(^) are the same as the function ^j^(s) and its local factors
^J^F)^)' Hence the Euler product holds for the zeta function ^^^(^). However even
in the general case when F is the profinite completion of a finitely generated nilpotent
group F and these functions are potentially different we can prove an Euler product
for ^—(s).
/
•^(F)'

Theorem 2.10. — Let F be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Then

^M- n (^M- n ^,w.
p prime

P' '

p prime

v

t"

Proof. — The Euler product for ^(J) (see [21]) already gives us a 1-1 correspondence between the normal subgroups N of F of index n=p[\..p^ and r-tuples
(N^,p ...,N^) of normal subgroups of F of index p^. The normal subgroups of index
pi1 are in turn in 1-1 correspondence with subgroups of index p^ in Fy,.
If there exists g € Aut(F) with ^N1 = N3 then it follows that g will map the
corresponding r-tuples of subgroups of j^-power index in F to each other. This
automorphism also determines an automorphism of Fp which insures the equivalence
of the corresponding subgroups of Fp.
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It is the converse that needs a little more thought and depends on the fact
that the automorphism group Aut(F) has a decomposition as a product over primes p:
Aut(F) ^ n^Aut(F^). This decomposition follows from the corresponding decomposition
for the profinite nilpotent group: F ^ ]\p Fp. Suppose we have two r-tuples of subgroups
(N^p...,N^) and (M^...,M^) where N^.,M^. < F^ and there are automorphisms
gi € Aut(F^) with gN^=Mp^. Then the isomorphism Aut(F) ^ I^Aut(iy determines an
automorphism ^ € Aut(F) which ensures that the corresponding subgroups N and M
in F satisfy gN = M. This gives us our Euler product. D
In the case that F is a finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group then Aut(F)
has the structure of a Q-algebraic subgroup (8 of GL^. We can describe this as follows
(see Chapter 6 of [36]):
F has a natural embedding into the unipotent group of upper triangular matrices
Tr^(Z). Then the automorphism group of the MaFcev completion (or radicable hull) F^
o f F is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the Q-Lie algebra ^(Q) = Qlog F,
which has the structure of a Q-algebraic subgroup (S(Q) of GL^(Q). For example, if
F = Z^, the free abelian group, then (8(Q) = GL/Q) and Aut(F) = (8(Z) = GL/Z). Recall
that by [2] we can realise any Q-algebraic group with any given representation as
the automorphism group of a nilpotent group modulo its lA-automorphisms. (IAautomorphisms are those which act trivially modulo the commutator subgroup.) In
general Aut(F) will not necessarily be the Z-points of <8. We need to make an extra
assumption on F.
The group F is called a lattice group if logF is an additive subgroup. In this case
we can choose a basis for this lattice logF and identify the automorphism group Aut(F)
of F with (8(Z). Also if R ^ Z is any binomial ring (for which F11 is then defmed) we
can identify Au^F^ = (S(R). In general Aut(F) is an arithmetic subgroup of (&(Q), i.e.
commensurable with (8(Z) with respect to some choice of basis for =^(0).
Note that if F is a lattice group then Aut(F) = (8(Z) = \[? (S5(Zp) where
Aut(F^) = (S(Z^). Even if F is not lattice group then for almost all primes p,
Aut(F^)=(S(Z^).

In Theorem 2.10, we proved the existence of an Euler product for the zeta
function counting finite images up to isomorphism of the profinite completion of F.
Does an abstract finitely generated nilpotent group have such an Euler product without
going to the profinite completion? This seems to depend on the class number of the
algebraic automorphism group being 1. A similar issue arose in [21] where the zeta
function counting subgroups of a nilpotent group G which were isomorphic to G
failed to have an Euler product, whilst if you count those subgroups whose profmite
completions are isomorphic to the profinite completion of G then you do get an Euler
product.
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We already have a one-to-one correspondence between subgroups N of finite
index in F and subgroups (Np) of finite index in ^ primeF^ we can define the genus of
N with respect to Aut(F) to be the set of subgroups corresponding to the orbit of (Np)
under the action of Aut(F) ^ n^Aut(F^,). The class of N is the orbit under the action
of Aut(F). We then define
Aut(F)(N) = number of classes in the genus of N.
Then^t(F)(N) is equal to the number of double cosets Aut(F)^ Stab^ ^((N^)) in Aut(F).
The Euler product

w^ n ^M
p prime

V

is equivalent then to^(F)(N) == 1 for all N. Note that^ut(F)(N) is finite for all N since the
number of cosets of Stab^^((N^,)) in Aut(F) is bounded by the number of subgroups
of index |F : N| in F.
If F is a lattice group and its automorphism group (S has strong approximation
then we can prove such an Euler product. The group 0 is said to have (absolute)
strong approximation if the diagonal embedding <8(Q)^ T[p ^^<6{Zp) x (S(R) = (8(A(oo))
is dense where A(oo) is the ring of integral adeles. This is equivalent to the solvability
of a certain system of congruences. In particular it says that for a= (a? ,...,^,) G
<8(Z^) x ... x <S(Z^) and n C N there exists x G ®(Q) with the property that
x =. ^ mod p] for i= l,...,r. Strong approximation is an algebraic geometric version
of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Hence for N and dN in the same genus we can
take n large enough (since N and dN are open subgroups in G) so that xN=aN, i.e.
N and dN are in the same class and ^$(Z)(N)= 1 for all N. We therefore have
Theorem 2.11. — If¥ is a lattice group and (S has strong approximation then

w- n te,M.
p prime

v

P'

A Q-algebraic group has strong approximation if and only if its reductive part
H is simply connected and does not contain any simple component H' with H'(R)
compact. A proof of this was first provided by Platonov in [33] and [34]. For details
on strong approximation and the subtle properties of class numbers of algebraic groups
we refer the reader to [35].
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3. Rationality of the zeta function counting ^-groups
The Euler products of the previous section are something special about nilpotent
groups. In this section we move away from the special setting of nilpotent groups and
consider images arising from a general p-adic analytic pro-p group.
Let G be a j^-adic analytic pro-p group and (S is its automorphism group. In
this section we prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. — ^J^G^) u

a

^tional junction in p~\

Recall that in [8] we proved that the zeta function

^)= He^G)
E I^KI"
is a rational function in p~\ The size of the orbit of H under the action of (S is equal
to the index of the stabilizer of H in 0. Hence we have the following:
Lemma 3.2.

^)^=

E |G:H|-16: Stab^(H)|-1.

He^(G)

This is similar to a zeta function that we considered in [8] where we counted
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. We can use a similar approach to there to prove
the rationality of this zeta function. In section 1 of [8] we introduced the language c2?Q
and proved the rationality of definable integrals over j&-adic analytic pro-p groups G.
The proof depends on translating these J^Q -definable integrals into definable integrals
in the analytic language =S^ introduced by Denef and van den Dries [4] by exploiting
the j&-adic coordinate system of G. We therefore aim to represent our zeta function as
an J^Q-definable integral.
The key to being able to do this is the concept of a good basis for subgroups in a
uniform j&-adic analytic pro-p group Gp We recall this definition (Definition 2.2 of [8]).
The lower ^-series Gn of Gi is defined as Gn = G^_i [Gn-\ 5 GJ for n > 1 (for a reference
on uniform groups and the lowers-series see [7]). Let u\^..., Ud be a minimal generating
set for Gi. Then every element x of Gi can be uniquely represented as a product of
S-adic powers of this generating set: there exists a unique rf-tuple (^i,...,^) 6 Z. such
that
^1

^d

(^ x

x=u^ ...^ =u(A).
Define co(^) = n if x G G,\G,+i. Note that u(A,) € G, if and only if K € j^Z^.
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The first order language cSf^ is defined as follows. As well as the usual logical
symbols (including equality), the language has two sorts: those of sort x to be interpreted
as elements of the uniform pro-/? group Gi and those of sort X, to be interpreted as
^-adic integers. It has function symbols x ' y , ^-1, x\ ^(x) to be interpreted respectively
as the product, inverse, ^th power and certain automorphisms of Gi (to be specified).
There are constant symbols of the first sort representing fixed elements of Gi. Finally,
there is a binary relation symbol x\y to be interpreted as co(^) ^ co(j/).
The definition of a good basis for a subgroup Hi generalizes the concept and
properties of the minimal generating set of the uniform group Gi :
Definition 3.3. — Let Hi be an open subgroup of G^. Then a d-tuple (Ai,...,/^) of
elements of1rl\ is a good basis for Hi if
(i) co(A^) ^ 0)(^) whenever i ^j, and
(ii) for each n ^ m, the set
(

y,"""^

<^

1

G^+i | i= 1, .... d\ w{hi) < n^

is a basis for the Tp-vector space (H n G^G^+i/G^+i.
Note that a good basis for Gi is a minimal generating set. Subgroups Hi may be
generated by fewer than d elements but certainly Hi can be generated by d elements,
i.e. Gi has rank d. A good basis for a subgroup Hi has the same property as a minimal
generating set for Gi, namely every element of Hi can be represented uniquely as
h^...h^=h^) where \ e Zp.
The compact j&-adic analytic pro-p group G contains an open uniform characteristic pro-j& group Gi. For each subgroup K with Gi ^ K ^ G, define
«^(G, K ) = {H e J^\G) : GiH=K}. For each such subgroup K we choose a right
transversal (^i,...,j^) for Gi in G with the property that (j^i,...,^) is a right transversal for Gi in K. It suffices to prove that
^K)^=

E

|G:H|-I(S: Stab^(H)|-1

H(E^(G,K)

=|G:K|-

^

|K:H|-|(&: Stab^H)|-1

He^(G,K)

is a rational function in p~5.
Definition 3.4. — (1) Let H C SK\G, K). We call an n-tupk (^i,...,^) of elements of

Gi a transversal basis for H if {t\y\,..., tn}>n) is a right transversal for Hi =H n Gi in H.
(2) We call (Ai,...,A^i,...,^) a basis for H if (/?i,...,^) is a good basis for
Hi =H n Gi and (^i,...,^) is a transversal basis for H.
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(3) For a subgroup H G ^T(G, K) ^ a ^j^ M(H) o/ G^ = Gi x ... x Gi by
M(H)= {{h^...,hd, ^i,...,^)is a basis for H}.
Let n denote the Haar measure on G^. In [8] an integral was defined over
M(H) expressing |K : H|-\ Put
r/;=card{j: 0)(hf)=k}
Sk = r\ + • • • + r/,
SQ^O

where (Ai,...,^) is a good basis for H i = H D G i . The integrand in [8] is actually
incorrect and we take this opportunity to give the correct version. The error occurred
due to an incorrect calculation of the measure of the set GL^ (Zp) which should be
(1 -j^Xl -^...(l -j^)=<|)(^ say rather than (1 -p-^. Then the measure of
M(H) is given by
d

H(M(H))=^(Ai, ...,hd) j^^-^-^)^)-^^!)—-^)
i= 1

where (|)(Ai, ...,^)=(|)(ri)...(|)(^) and 0)(^.+i)=... =co(^.^) < co(A^^i). Define functions
h: G^ -^ N and k : G^ ^ N and . by
^g)=^l)+•••+CO(&)

^g) = E(2^+^-l)co(&•)
i=\
d
C= Y^p^-^^p^-dn^

Then since |K : Hl-^lGi : H H 0^=?^-^ for any choice of basis (^i,...,&+,)
for H we have that

|K:Hr=c/'

^M(H)

=./ 1

(^i,...,^-^8^

F(g)^.

^MfH)
/M(H)

Note that ^(^i, ...,&) is still a definable function since we can defmably partition G^
into a finite number of subsets on which the function is constant so its introduction
has not affected the definability of the integral representing |K : H|~'.
We now pull out our trump card in this setting. The automorphism group ©
of the j&-adic analytic group G is itself a j&-adic analytic group (see Theorem 5.7 of
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[7]). Hence we can apply the same analysis as above to understand the subgroups
of (8. Let ®i be an open uniform normal subgroup of (8 of dimension r. (We won't
need to insist that it be characteristic as we have done for Gi. We shall see soon
why we need this assumption for Gi.) For each subgroup ^ with (81 ^ ,% < (8, define
^T(G, K, Si)= {H C JT(G) : G i H = K and Stab^H)(8i =j?}. For each choice of such
a subgroup ^ choose a right transversal (^i,...,^) for (81 in (8 with the property that
(z/i,...,^) is a right transversal for (81 in jt It suffices to prove that
WTK,^)-

|G:Hr|(8: Sta^(H)|-1

E
H(E^(G,K,^)

= \G : KM® : ^|-1

^

|K : H|-^ : Stab^(H)|-1

HC^(G,K,^)

is a rational function in p~\
For each H € ^G, K, ^) define
N(H)= {(MI,...,^,JI,...,J,) € (S^ ^.s) is a basis for Stab^(H)} .
Let v denote the Haar measure on (S^. Then
|^ : Stab^(H)|-1 =c ( ^.., x^p-^^dv
JN(H)
= ^ / 1 F^x)^
JN(H)
where h1, k , c' and F7 are the functions h,k, c and F with <a? and TZ replaced by r and ^
respectively.
Let
|j

^+n) ^ ^{r+t)

M(H) x N(H) C G^ x e

He^(G,K,^)

Then
(2)

E

|K:H|- J |^: Stab^(H)|-1

He^(G,K,^)

=cc I

J^^

F(g)F'(x)rf^.

Since the integrand has already been shown to be definable in [8], our task is to prove
that the subset ^& is a definable subset of G^ x ©^ in the sense of Definition 1.14
of [8]. Although we have two uniform subgroups on the go, we can think of this as a
definable subset in (d+n-^r+t) copies of the pro-j& group Gi x (Si constructed as a semidirect product with (S5\ acting on the characteristic subgroup Gi by automorphisms.
By a suitable choice of (81 we can actually assume that Gi X (81 is a uniform group,
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namely choose (Si to be contained in the kernel of the natural map (S —»Aut(Gi/G^).
Note that Gi and ®i are definable subgroups in Gi x (Si since, for example, any
element of Gi is expressible as a product of^-adic powers of a basis chosen for Gp
To prove that ^& is definable in -S^x^ {t wm suffice to prove that the following
statements are definable:
(1) {h\,..., hd^ ^i,..., tn) is a basis for some normal subgroup H of G with HGi = K;
(2) (MI,...,^, ^i,...,^) is a basis for some subgroup f) of 0 with ^©i ==^;
(3)^=Stab^(H).
The first two are definable as established in Lemma 2.12 and Theorem 2.15
of [8].
To prove that (3) is definable we follow a similar argument to that outlined in
section 2.3.3 of [8] where the normalizer of a subgroup is shown to be definable.
Since u\,...,Ur and s\v\,...,StVt generate the subgroup f) topologically, ^=Stab^(H) if
and only if
(a) MI,...,^ and Ji^i, ...,^ stabilize H;
(b) if 1 ^ i ^ s and x G ®i, and xv, stabilizes H then there exists |Ll € Z. and
1 ^j ^ t such that
^1

^•=^1

Hr

...^ SjVj.

Therefore to prove that (a) and (b) are definable it suffices to prove the statement
"xvi stabilizes H95 is definable. Since (Ai,...,A^, t\,...,tn) is a basis for H, every element
o f H has a unique expression of the form h^ ...A/<^. So xvi stabilizes H is equivalent
to the conjunction of statements forj'=l,...,7z of

V V^ G Z^ € Zp I ( A I ,..., ^ tjyj)
^==1
W1

r- ^-1

r- ^ ( i L ^

v

l^d.

\xvt

= j^l
AI ... j^d
^ tkyk\ .
/

This is then a definable statement in the uniform group Gi x (&i where we have
symbols in the language -%^^ representing the action of the transversal elements
j/i,...,j^ and ^i,...,^ on the uniform group Gi x ®i.
So ^6 is defmable in S^Q^^ and hence by Theorem 1.17 of [8] the integral
in (2) is a rational function in p~5. Hence ^j^{s) is a rational function in p~5 and we
have proved Theorem 3.1.
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4. A simplification for nilpotent groups

Although theoretically powerful the definable integrals of the previous section are
a little daunting to analyse. In this section we show how for a nilpotent group F, we
can give a much more tractable integral expression for ^ — (s) for almost all primes p.
^^p)

This expression allows some approach then to Higman's PORC conjecture as we shall
explain.
The idea is to linearise the problem by considering the associated Lie algebra.
As we have explained a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group F has a natural
Lie algebra J?§p(QJ over Q associated to it. Make a choice of a Lie subring L of
^(QJ which is a full Z-lattice in ^(QJ. The automorphism group of the MaPcev
completion (or radicable hull) F^ of F is isomorphic to the automorphism group (S
of the Q-Lie algebra ^(QJ. (S is a Q-algebraic group. A Z-basis for L determines a
representation for (S with the property that for almost all p, (S(Z^) is isomorphic to the
automorphism group of ¥p.
For each prime p, define ^(Lp) to be the set of ideals of finite index in
L^==L(g)Z^. Define an equivalence relation on J^^L?) where two ideals N1 and N3 are
equivalent if there exists (p G d5{Zp) = Aut(L^) such that Ni=(pN2. Let J^Lp) denote
the set of equivalence classes and define

^^= l^i4:Nr.
NC^,)

Then we have the following:
Lemma 4.1. — For almost all primes p

^tl)^^Proof. — For almost all primes p, logFp = Lp and N —> logN sets up a one-to-one
index preserving correspondence between ^(Fp) and ^(Lp). This follows from the
analysis of section 4 of [21]. Since the isomorphism between the automorphism group
ofFp and <8(Z^)=Aut(L^) is given by (p H-» logocpoexp, the one-to-one correspondence
between ^(Fp) and J^{Lp) preserves the respective equivalence relations on these sets.
Hence we get the equality of zeta functions claimed by the Lemma. D
Our first reduction is as before, namely:
E
Ne^l;)

IL^NI-^

^
N6^)

|L,:N|-|e(Z,):Stab

(N)|-1.
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The choice of basis for L allows one to identify L with TJ1 and Lp with Z"
Let Tr^(Z^) denote the set of upper triangular matrices. For each N G ^\Lp), define a
subset M(N) C Tr^(Z^) such that M(N) consists of all matrices M whose rows mi, ...,m^
form a basis for N. Note that if M e M(N) then N=Z^ . M= {\M : ^ G Z^}. Let n
denote the additive Haar measure on Tr^(Z^). Then

iL,:Nr=(i -p-^ t i^iir1...!^!-^.
JM(N)

(For a reference see section 3 of [21] with the warning that we prefer to use upper
triangular matrices for basis rather than the lower triangular matrices of [21].)
Now (6{Zp) is then a subgroup of GLn{Zp). We get a nice description of
Stab^ ^(N) in terms of M e M(N), namely:
Stab^(N) = e{Zp) H M^GL^M.
Let v be the normalized Haar measure on <8(Z^). The value of |<S(Z^) : Stab^ )(N)|~1
is then just the measure of the set ®(Z^) FlM^GL^Z^M. Hence
|L,:N|-|®(Z,):Stab^(N)|-1
=(1 -j^-1? /

|mii|^-1... ImJ^v (^(Z^nM-^LJZ^M)
^.
v
/

^M(N)

Define the subset ^& C Tr^Zp) x (6(Zp) by
^= < (M, K ) : M C
1

|j M(N), K € (S(Z^) n M-^L^M
Nejr(i^)

then

^)(J)=(1 -^lr / i^iir1... i^i^n^.
'

J ^w

In section 3 of [21] it is shown that the condition M C UNG^TL ) M(N) = Vp, say,
is expressible as a definable formula in the language of valued fields SS^ independent
of p. We recall the condition since it is quite straightforward. Let P : Z" x Z" —> 7J1
be the bilinear map expressing the Lie bracket in L with respect to the chosen basis.
Then a matrix M G Vp if and only if
for l < z J ^ 3 Y ^ . . , Y ^ € Z ^
n

such that P(m,, e,) = ^ Y^.

*=i
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This condition checks whether the additive lattice generated by elements whose
coordinates are the rows of M actually is an ideal in Lp. In section 5 of [14] we
showed that by solving these equations we can represent this condition by a simple
sort of condition called a cone condition.
Definition 4.2. — Call a formula \|/(x) in the first order language for the valued field Q^p
a cone condition over Q if there exist polynomials j^(x), ^(x) (i= 1,...,/) over Q in the variables
x=^i,...,^ such that \|/(x) is a conjunction of formulas

<y?(x))^(&(x))
for i= I,..,/.
It is instructive to know how the polynomials in the cone condition for Vy, are
defined as they are explicitly constructible from the structure constants defining L and
very amenable to direct analysis. We therefore reproduce the details contained in [14].
We can express the defining conditions for Vp in matrix form which makes things
quite transparent. Let Gy denote the matrix whose rows are c,=P(e,, ej).
M 6 Vp if we can solve for each 1 ^ i^j ^ n the equation
m^=(Y^..,Y^)M
with (Y^,...,Y^) € Z^. Let M' denote the adjoint matrix and
M^M'diag^1..^1...^1, 1).
Then since the matrix M is upper triangular, the ikth entry of M ^ is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree k — 1 in the variables m,, with 1 ^ r ^ s ^ k — 1. Then we can
rewrite the above equation as:
rn^-M^ = (miiY^, .., mn ... m^]) .

Let gijk(mrs) denote the Ath entry of the ^-tuple m^M^ which is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree k in m^. (In fact we can see that it is homogeneous of degree 1
in m^ (s=l,..., n) and degree k — 1 in mrs with 1 ^ r ^ s ^ k— 1.)
Then
V^= {(m,,) €Tr,(Z^) : v(mn, ...,m^) ^ z<&^(<)) for ij,ke {!,..., 72}}.
We collect together the simplifications of this section in the following:
Theorem 4.3. — Let F be a finitely generated, torsion-free nilpotent group. Let L be a choice
of a 7^-Lie algebra spanning the natural Lie algebra o^p (QJ over Q associated to F. Let (S
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denote the (^-algebraic automorphism group of^{Q^) with underlying Z-structure defined such that
0(Z) = Aut(L). Put Lp = L ® Zp.
(1) For almost all primes p,

^(s}^^(2) There exist polynomials ^(m,,) for i , j , k € {1,..., n} such that for all primes p,

^L^)=(1 -P'T f^r1...^-"^
1

J t^Vu

where the subset ^ C Tr^) x (6{Zp) is defined by
^^

f ( ( ^ ) , K ) : v{mn,..^mkk)^v{gijk{mrs))forij,ke {!,..., n} , \

\

Ke^nM^GL^M

;

and d[i is the additive normalised Haar measure on Tr^(Z^) and d^ is the normalised Haar measure
on e{Zp).

This formula is a bit more inviting to analyse. In particular to understand how
these functions vary with the prime p will depend on understanding two pieces:
(1) one coming from the zeta function counting ideals in L or normal subgroups
in the free nilpotent group; and
(2) the other coming from the algebraic group (8 and the behaviour of the
measure (&(Z^) n M^GL^M.
Note that the second statement of Theorem 4.3 holds also for a Lie ring L
additively isomorphic to Z" even if it is not nilpotent.
In the next sections we return to the special case described in the Introduction
where F is a free nilpotent group.
5. PORC and counting points on varieties mod p
We move away from the general setting of the last few sections where we counted
fmite j^-groups as images of an arbitrary nilpotent or j&-adic analytic group. Instead we
return to trying to understand the numbers
/(7z,j&)=the number of ^-groups (up to isomorphism) of order j&"
and for c, r f e N the more refined version of this counting function/^, p , c, d) defined
as the number of groups (up to isomorphism) of order j&", of class at most c, generated
by at most d generators.
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In this case we can apply the previous analysis to the case that F == F^ ^ the free
^-generator nilpotent group of class c. Then

^a^=^)=^^
We begin by proving the following uniformity result for the behaviour of these
functions as we vary p :
Theorem 5.1. — For each c and d, there exist finitely many sub-varieties E^ c, d {i ^ T(^ d)) of
a variety Y^ d defined over Q and for each I C T(c, d) a rational function P^ d, i(X, Y) € Q(X, Y)
J^A that for almost all primes p
^c,d,p{s)=

^ ^^,iP^,i(^A~')
ICT(^)

wA^

^,^,1 =card{^ € Y^(F^) : a G E^,^(F^,) if and only if i € I}.
Here Y m^^s- reduction of the variety mod j& wAz'^A zj defined for almost all p.
Since f{n,p)=f{n,p, n — \^ri) this Theorem for ^-\,n,p{s) has the following
corollary for the numbers f(n^p}\
Corollary 5.2. — For each n there exist finitely many subvarieties E^ (i C T(^)) of a variety
Yn defined over Q and for each I C T(n) a polynomial H^i(X) G Q(X) j-^A that for almost all
primes p
A^P)='E^n,p^n,l{p)
ICT

where
^, i = card{fl C Y,(F^) : a € E^(F^) ^ flW 0^ ^ i € 1} .
The proof relies on proving that the integrals of the previous section for free
nilpotent groups are represented by cone integrals. We defined in the previous section
the concept of a cone condition in the first order language for valued fields.
Definition 5.3. — Given a cone condition \|/(x) over Q defined by polynomials j^(x)^
gi(x)(i= I,...,/) and polynomials ^(x) and ^o(x) with coefficients in Q^, we call an integral
Z^M)= /

,

,

^ = {xCZ^:v(x) is valid}

l/o(x)r|^o(x)|H
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a cone integral defined over Q, where \dx\ is the normalised additive Haar measure on Z^ and
^r= {fo^go^f^g^-'^fi^gi} u called the set of cone integral data.

In [14] the following uniformity result was established for such integrals:
Theorem 5.4. — Let (Y, h) be a resolution over Q^forf(x)= Yl^ofi^gi^) and let
E^ i G T, be the irreducible components defined over Q of the reduced scheme (A'^D))^ where

D = Spec( — L J ]. Then for each I C T there exists a rational function Pi(X, Y) € Q(X, Y)
\ (F) /
with the property that for almost all primes p
(3)

Z^p)=^c^^p-s)
ICT

where
Cp^ i = card{<2 € Y(F^,) : a E Ei if and only if i € 1}
ffW Y m^zTzj ^ reduction mod p of the scheme Y.

So by Theorem 4.3 to prove Theorem 5.1 it suffices to show that
{\-p-lr^{s+n)= i
^

|mnr-l...K^4^

J ^&

is a cone integral where the subset ^^ C Tr^(Z^) x <8(Z^,) is defined by
.^

r((m^),K) : v(mn,...,mkk) ^ v(gijk{^rs)) for i j , k € {1,...,^}, 1
I
Ke^nM^GL^M
J-

We have already done part of the work since the condition defining when a
matrix (nirs) defines a basis for an ideal inside L^, is expressed by a cone condition.
The task now is
(1) to rewrite the Haar measure dy on <S(Z^) in terms of an additive Haar
ryN
i
measure on Z.; and
(2) to prove that the condition K e ®(Zp) D M^GL^Z^M is given by a cone
condition on K and M.
We begin with a description of the automorphism group (S of the free class c,
^-generator nilpotent Lie algebra =S?(F) associated to F which will make everything
transparent.
Let u\,..., Ud be free generators for =S?==c2?(F). Let Yz(c^) denote the rth term of the
lower central series of cS? and define r,= dimoY,(J^/y,+i(^f) and ^== dimQ^/^+i(=S?).
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There are formulas given by Witt for these dimensions:

^lA'Ei^)^'
J\i

where |Ll(j) is the Mobius function (see for example Theorem 5.11 of [30]). There
exists a sequence of elements ^i, ...,^ called a Witt basis for J^with the property that
(i) for ^-+ 1 ^ / ^ j^i, ^=(^),..,^^ (where ji(/),..,^i(/) € {!,.., 4) is a
homogeneous Lie commutator of length z + 1 in the free generators %i,...,^; and
(ii) ^.+15...,^ form a linear basis over Z for the Lie elements of length ^ z + 1.
See for example section 5.6 of [30].
Recall that the Lie algebra L is a choice of a Z-lattice inside SS which then
determines a representation of the automorphism group (& and hence an associated
Z-structure on the algebraic group. We choose the lattice L to be the Z-span of the
basis ^i,...,^J and define L,+i to be the Z-span of {^+1, ...,^}. We then have a
decomposition
L = Li © • • • © L,.
This basis defines a Q-rational representation p : (8 —^GL^ with the property that
A\it{Lp) = (6(Zp) ^ GL^{Zp). We consider each Q^-linear transformation a of the
underlying vector space c5f(g) Q^, as represented by a c x c block matrix (a^) with
Oij € Hom^ (L,(g)Q^, Ly(g)Q^). The following Proposition gives a description of <6(Zp)
as a subset of GL^ (Zp).
Proposition 5.5. — ®(Zj&) consists of all Q^ -linear transformations a= (a^) of the
underlying vector space =Sf® Q. satisfying

an e GL/Z^)
aiyeM^.(Z^) for 2 ^ j ^ c
a^=\|/^(aii,...,aij-,+i) ^r 2 ^ i ^ j ^ c
where \|/^= (v|/^/) ^ a wa^ of (^-polynomial maps \(/^ depending only on SS and independent
of?'
For details see [17] and the references therein. Put \|/iy (an, ...,aij) = (Xiy.
We can now give a description of the Haar measure on ©(Z^,). We identify ^5(Zp)
with GL,(Z^) x rL^M,,^) C M,,^(Z^).
Proposition 5.6. — Z^ rfo ^zo^ the normalised additive Hoar measure on M^(Z^). Let
Cp == G((S(Z^)) == (1 -p~^{\ -p~^...(\ -P-^. Then c^ ' dc defines the normalised Haar measure
on (S(Z^).
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For details combine Example 2 and Example 4 of Section 3.5 of [35]. (Note
that because we are integrating on compact subgroups which are unimodular, we do
not expect any gauge form in translating the additive Haar measure to a measure on
(S(Z^). To define a Haar measure on (S(Q^,) we would need to take Cp\detan)~d • da.)
Let M' denote the adjoint matrix of M and
M^M'diag^1..^1...^1,!).
The condition K € e(Zp)^M~~{GL^Zp)M now translates with respect to the coordinate
system d5(Zp) C M^s,(Zp) into the following condition: (kn, ...,ki,) G M^ s (Zp) and
M € Tr^Zp) such that
(a) kn C GL^Zp) and mn ...m^ 4°?

and

(b) there exists A € Mn(Zp) such that
(4)

M (^. (kn, ...ki^O) M^ =Adiag(mn,.., mn.-.mj.

Let A^(M, kn,...,ki,) be the polynomial in the entries of kn,...,ki, and M
defining the kith entry ofM(\|^ (kn, ...,ki^+i)) M^. Then condition (4) becomes the
following set of cone conditions:
(by (kn,...,ki,) e M^(Z^) and M G Tr^Zp) such that
v(hki(M, kn,...,ki,)) ^ ^n ...m//).
Note that in our integral we forget about condition (a) since the sets detkn =0
and m\\ ...m^=0 have measure 0. Hence we have proved the following expression for
^y .(s) m terms of a cone integral:
Theorem 5.7.
^(1 -J&~1)^^+^)= f^rnn\s+n-{...\m^\sd^ida
is a cone integral where the subset ^C. Tr^Zp) x Md,s,(Zp) is defined by

^^ f ((w^) . kn, ...,ki,) : v(mn ...m^) ^ y(^-^)) for ij, k C {1, ...,yz} , 1
1
and v(mn ... mii) ^ v (^/(M, kn,..., ki,)) for 1 ^ k, I ^ n
]
and d[i x da is the additive Hoar measure on Tr^Zp) x M^ {Zp).

This Theorem together with Theorem 5.4 proves Theorem 5.1. The statement
of Theorem 5.4 and the analysis of this section mean that we can identify explicitly
the varieties in Theorem 5.1. Since this will be very relevant in trying to understand
PORC we take some time to record the definition of these varieties:
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Definition 5.8. — Let S§ be the free class c, d-generator Q-Lie algebra and let
^i,...,^ be a Witt basis. Let Cj={c(j)hi) denote the n x n matrix with the property that
(^b ^-) = Z ^ = i ^ ( J)ki^i- Define the polynomial F^(M, kn, ...,ki,) with coefficients from Q
in the entries (M, kn, ..,ki,) € Tr,(Q) x M^(QJ x ... x M^(QJ=Tr,(QJ x M^(QJ ^
a product of the following polynomials:
(i) polynomials gijkim^for i,j, k € {1,..., n} defining the entries of^/lCjM.^forj= 1,..., n',
(ii) polynomials A^/(M_, kn, ...,ki<;) ^r 1 < A:^ / ^ ^ defining the kith entry of
M (\|/^ (kn, ...,kij_^+i)) M^ wA^ ^ are the polynomials in Proposition 5.5; and
/...\

(n^+n+^n

(111) mn

(n2+n+\)(n-i+\)

...<•

(ri^+n+i)
;

\..T<

.

Lst ^ c , d ) h) be a resolution over Q^for F^(M, kn, ...^ki^) and define E i , c , d y i ^ T(c_, </)_,
to be the irreducible components defined over Q of the reduced scheme (^^(D))^ where

D.specfaaV
l(F«)^
It is then the varieties E^, rf), z 6 T(^ </), which appear in the statement of
Theorem 5.1. As we pointed out in Corollary 5.2 the case that c=n— 1 and d=n is
particularly relevant for Higman's PORG conjecture. We therefore make the following:
Definition 5.9. — For each n define T(7z) = T(TZ — 1 ,ri) and E^ „ = E^ n-\ ,n for i € T(7z).
Then these are the varieties which appear in the corollary to Theorem 5.1.
Let us say a few words about how canonical the definition of the varieties
Ei(c, d) are. There are of course different ways to achieve the resolution of singularities
of the polynomial F^(M, kn, ...,k^). However in recent work with Loeser [16] we have
shown that the varieties E^c, d) sitting inside a suitable completion of the Grothendieck
ring of algebraic varieties over Q are canonically associated to the cone integrals from
which they are defined. The results with Loeser are based on the fundamental papers
of Denef and Loeser [6] and [5] on motivic integration.
Theorem 5.1 shows how the behaviour of the zeta function ^c,d,p(s) ^d the
function f(n 5 p 5 c, d) as we vary p depends on the behaviour of the number of points
in an associated set of varieties mod p. We make the following stronger conjecture
about the behaviour of these zeta functions and hence the nature of the varieties
Ei{c,d),ieT{c,d):
Conjoncture 5.10. — For each c and d there exist finitely many rational junctions
W,(X, Y) € QPC, Y) {i= 1, ...,N) such that if p = i mod N then

W^-w^-o.
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The rational functions W,(X^ Y) A^ the form

P.(X, Y)

W,(X,Y)=

(1 -X^Y^)...^ -X^'Y^)
The nature of the denominator of W,(X, Y) will be a result of the fact that we
are summing geometric progressions.
Note in particular that this conjecture implies the following:
Corollary 5.11. — Suppose Conjecture 5.10 is true. Then for n G N and i= 1, ...,N there
exist polynomials r^(X) G Q(X) J^A ^ ^j& = i mod N A^
f(n,p, c,d)=rn^(p)
i.e. the junction f(n,p, c, d) is PORC in p.

Since f{n,p, n—l, n)=f(n,p) this includes Higman's PORG conjecture as a special
case. The proof that the conjecture implies PORC for the coefficients^, p , c, d} of
^c,d,p(s) follows by expanding the rational function W,(X, Y) as
^

/ oo

p.(x,Y)n E (

xaljyblj

j = l \k=0

)

)

and reading off the coefficient of Y".
We can actually deduce a stronger corollary from Conjecture 5.10 which gives
some relationship between the polynomials r^(X) as we vary n.
Corollary 5.12. — Suppose Conjecture 5.10 is true. Let K, = C(X1/^) be the field of rational
junctions in X17^ where qi=bi\ ...b^. Then there exist positive rational numbers A,^ C Z[l/^],
roots of unity ^ and rational junctions R^(X, Z) G K,[Z] {i= 1, ...,N, k== 1, ...,^) wA^A ^
polynomials in Z wAo^ coefficients are rational junctions in X1/^ J-M^A ^^ ifp = i mod N then
s

!

f(n,p,c,d)= E^^72)^^/")^

Proof. — The proof is based on the same argument using partial fractions that
shows that the coefficients On of a rational function in one variable are given by
^ = Sz=i P^Y^ where P, is a polynomial and y^ is an algebraic integer (see for

example [39] Theorem 4.1.1).
We can write (1 -X^Y^)...(1 - X ^ Y ^ - ) = n ^ i ( l - X^^.Y)^ where
(1 — X ^<^Y) are coprime for different k and the <^ are roots of unity The theory
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of partial fractions (see for example [25] Chapter V section 5) implies that there exist
polynomials P^(Y) € K,[Y] for k = 1,...,^ such that

W,(X,Y)= ^ ——P^(Y)——.
^(l-X^^
Let P^(Y)= E^O'P^WY^' where P^,,(X) G K, Setting
M, ^

R.,,(X,Z)= EP.,^(X)k.XA^)-Y(;A+ZJl -;)
/

j=0

\

^

1

/

then by expanding the partial fractions in the expression for W,(X, Y) we see that the
coefficient of Y" is given by
•y!

^R,^^^)^,,/^)".

D

One consequence of Theorem 5.1 is the following:
Theorem 5.13. — For each prime p there exist polynomials Pp(Y) and Q^(Y) over Z whose
degrees are bounded independently of p such that

r^c,d,p{s)=———————.
n p^)

o,(jn

We can in fact use Theorem 5.13 to prove that the conjectured PORG behaviour
off{n,p, c, d) actually implies Conjecture 5.10.
Theorem 5.14. — Suppose that for n e N and z = l , . . . , N there exist polynomials
r^ ,(X) C Q(X) such that if p E= i mod N then
f(n,p,c,d)=rn^{p).
Then Conjecture 5.10 is true.

Proof. — This is a consequence of Theorem 5.13 and the following observation
made in Lemma 5.1 of [21]:
Proposition 5.15. — Let S^be an infinite set of primes and let (^(X))^N be a sequence of
rational functions over Q, Suppose that for each p € S^ there exist polynomials Pp(Y) and Q^,(Y)
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in Q[Y] such that
f^Y^^00,
»=o
Q^(Y)
awa ^a< ^ a^r<'c,y ofPp and Q^, are bounded/or all p € ^? 7%«z ^crc <?,mfa a rational junction
W(X, Y) € QpC, Y) ^ ^
^.W^Y)
Q,(Y)
for all p ^ ^
Recall at the end of the previous section we predicted that the analysis of the
integral describing these rational functions would fall into two parts:
(1) analysing the good basis for normal subgroups in the free nilpotent group;
and
(2) analysing the measure of certain sets in the algebraic automorphism group.
In [21] the following conjecture was made in relation to the first of these
problems:
Conjecture 5.16. — Let F be a finitely generated free nilpotent group of class c on d generators.
Then there exists a rational junction W(X^ Y) € Q(X, Y) such that for almost all primes p

^-w^-o.
So a proof of Conjecture 5.16 will probably form an essential stepping stone to a
proof of Conjecture 5.10 and hence Higman's PORC conjecture. This connection gives
a much greater significance to the original Conjecture 5.16 than was first supposed. In
the original paper [21] where Conjecture 5.16 was made, a proof is given for class 2
free nilpotent groups. The proof combines Proposition 5.15 with properties of Hall
polynomials. In joint work with Grunewald [15] we have established this conjecture
for 2-generator free nilpotent groups of arbitrary class. We collect together our present
knowledge in the following:
Proposition 5.17. — Conjecture 5.16 is true for
(a) class 2 free nilpotent groups [21]; and
(b) ^-generator free nilpotent groups [15].
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It is a simple observation to see that a finite number of exceptional primes are
covered by residue classes by taking N in Conjecture 5.10 to be divisible by these
primes. The same argument implies that a function which is PORG on almost all
primes is PORG on all primes.
The evidence that we documented in the Introduction certainly means that we
are going to expect some genuine PORG behaviour in Conjecture 5.10 and Corollary
5.16. In other words, there won't be just one rational function or polynomial in general
that will work for almost all primes. Since Conjecture 5.16 implies that the behaviour
of normal subgroups in free nilpotent groups will not give rise to a genuine PORG
behaviour, we are expecting the analysis of (2) above to provide this.
One approach to proving the strong uniformity statement of Conjecture 5.10
would be to understand the polynomial F^(X) associated to the free nilpotent Lie
algebra and the associated varieties ^i,c,d {i ^ T(c, </)). Counting points mod p in
affine space or on flag varieties is uniform in p. Counting solutions to Y n = 1 mod p
displays a more PORG behaviour depending on the residue class of p mod n. Is it
possible to prove that the varieties E^ ^ ^ {i C T(<;, d)) and their intersections are built
from such varieties?
In [14] we showed that for an arbitrary nilpotent group G, the zeta function
^p{s) (and the zeta function ^G,p{s) counting all subgroups although this is not so
relevant for us here) are given by cone integrals. We therefore have an explicit formula
given by Theorem 5.4 for ^p(s). The following example shows that it is possible to
realise the elliptic curve Y 2 = X3 — X as an intersection of varieties in the explicit
expression for ^o3 .(J).
Theorem 5.18. — Let G be the Hirsch length 9, class two nilpotent group given by the
following presentation:
Q^

I ^1^2. ^3. ^4. ^5. ^6^1. ^2^3 : [^1. ^] =^3. [x\, ^] =^i, [x^ XQ\ =J/2 \
\

[^2. ^4] =^2. [^2. ^6] =}>\, [^3. X^} =^i , [X3, X^] =^

/

where all other commutators are defined to be 1. Let E be the elliptic curve Y 2 = X3 — X. Then
there exist two non-^ero rational junctions Pi(X, Y) and P2(X, Y) € Q(X, Y) such that for almost
all primes p :
^G»=Pi(j^jn + card(E(F,))P2(j^jn.

To see where the elliptic curve is hidden in this presentation, take the determinant
of the 3 x 3 matrix (a^ with entries ^= [^, ^+3] and you will get the projective version
of E. When p = 3 mod 4, card(E(F^,))=j& + 1. However the behaviour of the number
of points on the elliptic curve Y 2 = X3 — X mod p for p = 1 mod 4 is certainly
not uniform but varies wildly with the prime. For a description of the behaviour of
card(E(F^,)) see, for example, Chapter 18.4 of [24]. This example appears in [10]
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and [11]. It answers negatively the following question posed in [21] which was a
generalization of Conjecture 5.16 for arbitrary nilpotent groups:
Question. — Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Do there exist finitely
many rational functions Wi(X, Y), ..,W,(X, Y) € Q(X, Y) such that for all primes p
there exists some z € {!,..., r} and

^-w^jn?
So Theorem 5.18 indicates that a positive answer to Conjecture 5.16 will be
something special about free nilpotent groups.
6. Asymptotic growth of finite nilpotent groups
In this section we prove the following:
Theorem 6.1. — For integers n, c, d define g{n, c, d) to be the number of finite nilpotent
groups (up to isomorphism) of order n of class at most c generated by at most d generators. Then
there exist a rational number a(c, d) e Q, an integer P(c, d) ^ 0 and y{c, d) € R such that
g{l , c , d ) + ... + g { n , c , d ) ~ T(^ d) . ^ ^ (log nf'-d}.
We recall the following definition from [14]:
Definition 6.2. — We say that a junction Z(j) is defined as an Euler product of cone integrals
over Q with cone integral data S^ if

z(.)=z^)= n (<O'Z^M))
p prime

where ^,o=Z^r(oo,j&) is the constant coefficient ofZ^(s,p\ i.e. we normalise the local factors to
have constant coefficient 1.
We proved in [14] the following Theorem about such Euler products of cone
integrals:
Theorem 6.3. — Let Z{s) be defined as an Euler product of cone integrals over Q. Then
Z{s) is expressible as a Dirichlet series Y^= i a^m-5 with non-negative coefficients a^.
(1) The abscissa of convergence a ofZ(s) is a rational number and Z{s) has a meromorphic
continuation to Re(j) > a — 6 for some § > 0.
(2) Let the pole at s= a have order w. Then there exists some real number y € R such that
a\ + • • • + ^ - Y • m a ( l o g m ^ - l .
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We have already proved that the zeta function ^c,d(s) defined as the Dirichlet
series with coefficients g{n, c, d) has the following Euler product (Corollary 2.9):

^)= n w^
p prime

We have also established in Theorem 5.7 that for almost all primes p
^d,p(s)=c^(\ -p-^Z^^-n,?}

where ^ ^ denotes the cone integral data in Theorem 5.7. Since the constant
coefficient of ^c,d,p(s) is 1, we have that the constant coefficient dp^ of the cone
integral Z^ ^(s,p) is Cp(\ -p-^.
Theorem 6.1 therefore follows from Theorem 6.3 (2).
We also record the following corollary about the analytic behaviour of ^c,d(s)
which is a consequence of Theorem 6.3 (I):
Corollary 6.4. — The abscissa of convergence a(c, d) of ^ ^) is a rational number and
^c,d{-s) has a meromorphic continuation to Re(^) > a — 8 for some § > 0.

A number of interesting problems now arise from Theorem 6.1:
Problem 1. — Determine for a given c and d the values of the rational numbers
a(c, d) and ^(c, d}.
The number a(c, d) is the abscissa of convergence of the associated zeta function
^c,d{s)= Y^=^n,c, d^n-5 whilst P(c, d) + 1 is the order of the pole that exists at
s=a{c,d).
In [14] we proved a similar result to Theorem 6.1 for counting normal subgroups
inside an arbitrary finitely generated nilpotent group:
Theorem 6.5. — Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent infinite group. Then there exist a
rational number a<(G) G Q, a non-negative integer P ^(G) ^ 0 and some real number y^G) G R
such that

^(G^Y^.^log^
where s^ (G) is the number of normal subgroups of index bounded by n.

Problem 2. — What is the relationship between a{c, d) and P(c, d) and a^F,^)
and P^F^) where F^ is the free nilpotent group of class c on d generators?
It is clear that a^F^) ^ a(c, d) since g{n, c, d) is counting normal subgroups of
index n in F,^ up to some equivalence. When ^ = 1 , i.e. counting finite abelian groups,
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then a<{F^d)=d and p^Fi^O whilst a ( l , ^ ) = l and P ( l , r f ) = 0 . There is not so
much progress yet even in determining the values of a^F,^) and P^F,^) for c > 1.
The following proposition collects together our present knowledge, all proved in [21]:
Proposition 6.6. — Let n denote the Hirsch length of¥^d'
(1)^0^,)^.

(2) Ifc=2 then (d3 - d2 + 2)/4^ a^J ^ max{rf,(rf- l)(rf+ 1)/2}.

(3) a^, 2) =2 Wp^^O.
(4) o^ (F2,3) = 3 and P< (F2,3) = 0.

We have proved that ^c,d(s) has some meromorphic continuation beyond its region
of convergence. It should be pointed out that in general zeta functions associated to
groups cannot be meromorphically continued to the whole complex plane but in
general have natural boundaries. For the proof we refer to [12]. For example, the
following result is proved there:
Theorem 6.7. — ^ ^(s) can be meromorphically continued beyond its region of convergence
Re(J) > 3 to Re(j) > 7/5. However Re(j)= 7/5 is a natural boundary for ^ (s) beyond which
no further meromorphic continuation is possible.
Problem 3. — Does ^c,d{s) in general have a natural boundary beyond which
meromorphic continuation is not possible?
Finally there is the question of explicitly calculating examples:
Problem 4. — Calculate explicit examples of ^c,d{s) and ^c,d,p(s). *
Currently explicit calculations have been made of ^ {s) and ^ (s) (see [21]):
^)=Ws-Ws-2)
^ ^) = Ws - 1)^ - 2)^(3. - 5)G(5. - 8K(6. - 9) Ft

w

^ P~5)

p prime

where W(X, Y)= (1 + X^ 3 + X^3 + X^5 + X^5 + X'°Y8) and ^) is the Riemann zeta function.
Note added in proof: My Ph.D. student Christopher Voll has proved the following:
{,2,2^=W2s)t,(3s)2{,(4s).
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Part II. Counting finite /^-groups of coclass r and Conjecture P
7. Rationality of the zeta function counting ^groups of coclass r
Definition 7.1. — A p-group of order pn and nilpotency. class c is said to have coclass
r=n— c. A pro-p group of coclass r is an inverse limit of an infinite chain of epimorphisms of finite
p-groups of coclass r.

This generalizes the concept of maximal class, studied extensively by Blackburn
[I], which corresponds to coclass 1.
Definition 7.2. — Let c(r, n,p) denote the number of groups (up to isomorphism) of order pn
and coclass r and define the ^eta function of p-groups of coclass r to be

c^-E^^^"
n=0

In this section we prove Theorem 1.12 that ^^(s) is a rational function in p~5.
When one considers p-groups of a fixed class c generated by d generators (as
we did in Part I) then there is a free object whose finite images give all such groups,
namely the free nilpotent pro-p group of class c on d generators. For this part of the
paper put F^=F^/Y^+i(F^), where F</ is the free ^-generator pro-p group.
When we come to consider finite j&'groups of coclass r then such a free object
does not exist. However, using the knowledge we have of /^-groups of a given coclass
from Conjectures A-E, we can define a "small" group such that all finite ^-groups of
coclass r appear as finite quotients of this group. There are finite quotients which have
coclass bigger than r; but small here is meant to mean that we don't have to take the
free pro-p group as our choice, but rather we can use a j&-adic analytic group which is
free in some variety. Let us state a version of Conjecture A and a related result (proofs
of which can be found in the papers by Leedham-Green [29] and Shalev [37]) which
will allow us to define explicitly the "universal95 group for p-groups of coclass r.
Theorem 7.3. (Conjecture A) — There exists a positive integer g=g^p, r) such that every
p-group of coclass r has a normal subgroup of class at most 2 (!„ i j p = 2) and index dividing f^.
Theorem 7.4. (Proposition 4,5 of [ 3 7 ] ) — There exists a positive integer h^h[p, r) such
that for every p-group of coclass r, if n > h then
|Yn(G)/Yn+l(G)|<A
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A j^-group of coclass r is generated by at most r + 1 elements. (If d(G) = d then
/=|G/0(G)| < |G/Y2(G)| ^-(c-l)=^+l.)
Definition 7.5. — Define the group %^ ^

^=WY3(Y,(F^).F^).
The following is then a Corollary of Theorem 7.3:
Corollary 7.6. — Every finite p-group of coclass r is an image of ^^.

We remark that every subgroup of finite index in the finitely generated pro-/?
group %^ is open (see Chapter 1 of [7]) so we need not distinguish between fmite
images in the category of groups and in the category of pro-/? groups.
Note that the group ^ is a finite extension of a class two finitely generated
nilpotent pro-p group, and hence is a j&-adic analytic pro-p group. It is also a free
pro-^group for an almost full family of finite groups ^as defined in Definition 2.4.
Let (8=Aut(%^.). Then by our analysis of sections 2 and 3 we proved that the zeta
function counting finite images up to isomorphism could be expressed as:
^^)=^^)

^ |^:H|-l0:Stab^(H)|- 1 .

=

H<t

By choosing a suitable subgroup ^Vx 0i of finite index in ^ x (S, namely a
characteristic open uniform subgroup, we proved in section 3 how to represent this
zeta function as a sum of cS?Q-definable integrals
cc {

F(g)r(x)4i^

J^{K,^)

for each pair of subgroups (K, ^) with ^^ K ^ ^ and 0i < ^ < G (see (2) of
section 3). Recall
^%(K, ^) =

(J
M(H) x N(H) C ^{d+n) x 6^
HC^^,K,^)

where M(H) consists of bases for the normal subgroup H and N(H) consists of bases
for the stabilizer of H in 0. However, as we pointed out, ^ has finite images that do
not have coclass r. So we want to include an extra statement in the definable integrals
expressing ^^(s) to exclude those normal subgroups giving rise to these unwanted
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images and hence represent the following:
^ = E l^:H|-1(S:Stab^(H)|- 1
H(E^;

where «^*= ^H : H < %^, ^r/H ^as coclass r^ as a sum of J^-definable integrals
cc (

J^(K,^)

F(g)r(x)4t^

where

^(K, ^) =

J

M(H) x N(H).

He^(^,K,^)n^

We therefore have to demonstrate that we have a definable formula on the basis
of a subgroup H to say that it defines a finite image of coclass r. In contrast to the
class of a group, coclass looks at first sight rather undefinable: as the size of the group
increases, so must the class of the group if the coclass is to remain bounded. Therefore
it appears that one might require checking commutators of increasing length which
cannot be captured in a definable way. However we are going to exploit Theorem 7.4
which tells us that coclass is in fact determined in the first A(j&, r) layers of the lower
central series.
For a normal subgroup H of %^, define integers rf(H, i) by
_^(H,z)
Y, (^) H/y^i (^) H =?-

Then, by Theorem 7.4, ^/H has coclass r if and only if <H, 1) + • . • + <H, h(p, r)) =
r + h{p, r) and, for all i > h{p, r\ <H, i) ^ 1.
Lemma 7.7. — For all i > h(p, r), d(H.y i) < 1 if and only if for all normal subgroups L

of ^ with (vh{p,r)+\ (^r) H ) ^ L ^ H , ^ K ^ a subgroup with L ^ K ^ [%^ L]H then
either K=L or [^ L]H.
Proof — The "if55 follows because these are j^-groups, so if rf(H, i) > 1, it would
be possible to fit a subgroup K strictly between ^ \^r\ H and y^+i (^) H; the "only
if55 follows since if L is normal then it must actually be one of the terms of the lower
central series Yz (^r) H.

n

Lemma 7.8. — The statement:

"for all normal subgroups L of^^ with Y^,r)+i \^r\ H ^ L ^ H ^ ^ K Z J O subgroup
with L ^ K ^ [^ L]H then either K = L or [^ L]H"
is a definable sentence.
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Proof. — Firstly it is possible to quantify over all normal subgroups by quantifying
over their bases; also to say that L ^ H, for example, just requires the statement that
it is possible to write a basis for H in terms of the basis for L. Finally we just need to
check that Y/^,r)+i \^r\ anc^ \^r-> ^] are definable. The first group is a fixed subgroup
so we can choose a fixed basis for it. As for the second we can put a definable
condition on a basis that it be a basis for [^, L]: firstly the group it generates must
contain each commutator pf the form [g, 1] with g G ^ and / G L, and secondly it
must be minimal with respect to this condition. D
Finally we come to showing:
Lemma 7.9. — The statement 'HH, 1) + • • • + d{H, h{p, r)) = r+ h{p, r)99 is definable.

Proof. — The statement \^/jh{p,r)+\ (^r}H\=Pr+h{p'r)
existence of a chain of subgroups

is

equivalent to the

^=Ko ^ Ki ^ ... ^ K^(^)_I ^ K^,)=Y^,^I (^) H
such that i f K ^ ^ K ^ K^+i then K=K^ or K^+i. Since YA(j&,r)+i \^r\ ls a S^d subgroup
we can fix a basis for it. Hence everything is definable. D
Putting all these pieces together we get that coclass is definable and hence that
the subsets .^^(K, K) are definable subsets. This completes the proof that ^j[{s) can
be represented by an J^o-definable integral. By [8] 5 it is therefore a rational function
in p~s and Theorem 1.12 follows. D
8. Periodicity and Conjecture P
To describe precisely the statement of Conjecture P we quote the following three
paragraphs (with some changes) from the introduction of [32].
In [28] a directed graph ^ was defined on all j&'groups. Its vertices are all
j^-groups for a fixed prime p, one for each isomorphism type, and its edges are the
pairs (P, QJ with P isomorphic to the quotient Q,/Y<:(Q.,) where Yc(QJ ls Ae last nontrivial term of the lower central series of Q; If (P, QJ is an edge of % then Q^ is
an immediate descendant of P. R is a descendant of P if there is a possibly empty path
from P to R. A group is extendable if it has immediate descendants and otherwise it
is terminal. (Originally Newman and O'Brien called extendable groups by the name
capable; however as Avinoam Mann has pointed out to me, capable was already used
by Philip Hall for groups which are central factor groups of some group.) The descendant
tree ^ of P is the subgraph of its descendants. A group of class c is infinitely extendable
if it has descendants of all classes greater than c.
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A finite j&-group is called coclass settled if all its descendants have the same coclass.
In [37] Shalev proved that 2-groups of coclass r are coclass settled by class 2r+3 and
for p odd, that j^-groups of coclass r are coclass settled by class 2j^. This is precisely
Theorem 7.4 that we have been using in the previous section. Note that an immediate
descendant of a coclass settled group of order pn must have order ^+1.
We can associate with each pro-p group G of coclass r a family of finite ^-groups
of coclass r in the following way. All the finite quotients of G have coclass at most r.
By Shalev's result, all but finitely many of these are coclass settled and have coclass r.
Since there are only finitely many pro-p groups of coclass r (Conjecture D), all but
finitely many of the coclass settled finite quotients are quotients of only one pro-p
group. These finite quotients form an infinite chain. The family J^ associated with
the pro-p group G is the tree of descendants of the smallest group RG in the chain. We
call RG the root of the family. An infinitely extendable descendant of a root is mainline.
It follows from [29] that all but finitely many j^-groups of coclass r belong to some
family. Because the j^-groups in a family are all coclass settled, each direct descendant
of a group of order pn has order ^+1.
For example, it is known that there is exactly one family ofj^-groups of coclass 1
for every prime.
Call a connected subgraph of a family ^^ a twig if it includes at most one
mainline group. One formulation of Conjecture A for the prime p = 2 implies that
there is bound on the length of twigs in a family. This is known to be false for primes
p > 2. In two papers [26] and [27], Leedham-Green and McKay proved that the
unique family of coclass 1 5-groups has twigs of length m emanating from the mth
point on the mainline. A full description of the tree has been conjectured by Newman
based on computer calculations and appears in [31].
In [32] a certain periodicity is predicted in these trees for 2-groups of finite
coclass where the twig lengths are bounded. The descendant tree ^ of a p-group
P is periodic if P has a proper descendant Q^ such that S/Q is isomorphic to ^. The
period of a periodic S^ is the least value of log.(|Qj/|P[) and the descendant pattern of ^
is J^T — S^Q. We call a tree ultimately periodic if it contains a descendant tree which is
periodic.
Newman and O'Brien, based on experimental evidence, have made the following:
Conjecture P. — Each family of 2-groups of coclass r contains a group R and a proper
descendant Q^ of order 2^|R| where q divides 2r~l such that the descendant tree ofQ^is isomorphic
to the descendant tree o^R.

The conjecture is part of four conjectures about 2-groups: Conjectures P, Q^,
R and S. The other conjectures concern specific bounds for the size of the periodic
root, the minimal R satisfying Conjecture P, (Conjecture R), the size of sporadic groups
(Conjecture S) and the size of groups to guarantee being coclass settled (Conjecture Q).
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Their conjectures are actually made for a slight refinement of coclass that they
call "lower exponent ^-coclass". This measures j^-groups against the lower j^-series
rather than the lower central series. Recall from [7] the definition of the lower ^-series
P,(G) : Pi(G)=G and P,+i(G)= [P,(G), G]P,(G)^ for i > 1. In [32] the filtration is shifted
by 1, since they define Po(G)=G, but we prefer to stick to the definition given here,
not least because it compares better with the lower central series. The lower exponent
p-coclass of a j&-group P is then defined to be n — c where |P| =j^ and c is the lower
exponent j&-class defined by Pc(G) 4= 1 but P^-+i(G)= 1. The coclass r in Conjecture P is
actually the lower exponent j^-coclass.
In this section we are going to be concerned with proving the qualitative rather
than the quantitative side of Conjecture P so the order of periodicity will not concern
us. We are also going to stick with the original definition of coclass, rather than deal
with lower exponent j^-coclass. In Theorem 6.1 of [32] it is proved that a j^-group of
coclass r and order at least p^^ has lower exponent j^-coclass r. Hence our proof will
cover those families of ^-groups of lower exponent ^-coclass r which also have coclass r
since the trees are the same. (Recall that the root of the tree is a coclass settled group.)
These are the families which arise from pro-/? groups which are uniserial j^-adic space
groups. The additional pro-p groups (and hence trees) that one gets by considering
lower exponent j^-coclass are described in Lemma 2.2 of [32] where the following is
proved:

Proposition 8.1. — A finitely generated pro-p group of lower exponent p-codass r is either a
central extension of a cyclic subgroup of order p by a pro-p group of lower exponent p-coclass r — 1
or a uniserial p-adic space group.

Note for example that there is only one family of 2-groups of coclass 1. It has
root Dg and each mainline group has three immediate descendants, one mainline and
the other two terminal corresponding respectively to the dihedral group, quaternion
group and semi-dihedral group. This is however one of two families of 2-groups of
lower exponent j^-coclass 1, the other has root €3 x €4 and two groups of order 2n for
every n ^ 4.
Since Conjecture A holds for lower exponent ^-coclass, all the arguments of the
previous section and this section will go through with the lower central series ^-(G)
replaced by the lower j^-series P^-(G) which is also definable.
As we mentioned above, for primes p > 2, twig lengths are not necessarily
bounded so we will not expect Conjecture P to hold as written. However Newman's
conjectured shape of the tree of 5-groups of coclass 1 does have a more complex
notion of periodicity, which consists of some periodicity down the twigs. We consider
in section 9 the example of 5-groups of coclass 1.
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Here we prove the qualitative version of Conjecture P for 2-groups and a
periodicity result for odd primes which captures some of the nature of the periodicity
down twigs.
Definition 8.2. — For a family J^ and an integer M define ^(M) to be the subtree
consisting of all mainline groups and non-mainline groups of distance at most M from a mainline
group.
So for p=2, there exists M such that J^(M)=J^. We prove the following:
Theorem 8.3. — Let J^ be a family of p-groups of coclass r and let M ^ 0 be an integer.
Then ^(M) is ultimately periodic.
We are going to use the zeta functions of the previous section as a tool. To that
end, for each tree J^, define a zeta function as follows:

W- Pe^
EW
fe^G
00

c{r, 72,
=^
E^^^""
n=0

The second line is a definition of the coefficient c(r, n , p , j^) which counts the number
of ^-groups of coclass r of order p" in the family j^. We shall prove
Theorem 8.4. — For each family j^ of p-groups of coclass r, l^(s) is a rational junction
in p~ .
5

For 2-groups, the periodicity conjecture certainly implies this rationality result.
But of course not conversely. Rationality just says something about the numbers of
groups at each level and nothing about the shape. For example, let To be the graph
•
•
•

/

/
\

\
•
•

and TI be the graph
•

/

\

•

•

i

i
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Then to each infinite sequence Q={Qn) with 9^=0 or 1, we define a tree with one
infinite branch and a twig of type Te, emanating from the nth node in this branch.
The zeta function corresponding to this tree is always rational but periodicity only
occurs if the sequence 9 is periodic.
So we are going to introduce a slightly more subtle zeta function which takes
into account the shape of the twigs. Given any group in a family j^ there is a bound
N(J^) on the number of direct descendants. One way to see this is to recall that each
p-gro\xp P in the tree is determined by a normal subgroup N offmite index in %^, a
^-adic analytic group. Now the number of direct descendants of a group is therefore
bounded by the number of normal subgroups of index p in N. Since ^ is p-adic
analytic, it has bounded rank and hence there is a bound on the number of generators
of finite index subgroups (see Chapter 4 of [7]). This implies that there is a bound on
the number of such index p normal subgroups.
Let ^(M, N(J^)) be the set of finite (directed) trees of length bounded by M with
a unique root and the valency of each node bounded by N(J^). Clearly ^(M, N(J^))
is fmite. Now a family J^ consists of an infinite chain made up of the mainline groups
which we shall denote P^. From each mainline group P^ define the twig t^(M) to be the
directed graph with unique root Pn together with all non-mainline groups of distance
at most M from P,. Then for each t C ^(M, N(J^)) define a zeta function

^M^)= t^(M)=t
E 1^1"
=|Pl|-^

^ p-^5.
t^(M)=t

Theorem 8.5. — ^(M) is ultimately periodic if and only if for all i C ^(M, N(J^)),
^%,M,t(^) is a rational junction in p~\
Proof. — A power series E^=o^T" is a rational function in T if and only if
the coefficients On satisfy a linear recurrence relation of length d, say, with constant
coefficients. If the On are a bounded set of positive integers then this is equivalent to the
coefficients On being periodic for n large enough. This follows because there are only
finitely many different sequences ^,...,^+</_i, hence for some s < t we have ^+,=^+,
for 0 ^ i ^ d — 1 and so On has period < t — s. In our case the coefficients On are just 1
or 0 according to whether the twig of P^ of length M is isomorphic to t or not. D
Therefore Theorem 8.3 will be a corollary of the following:
Theorem 8.6. — ^j^,M,t(^) is a rational junction in p~\
The strategy for the proof of both Theorems 8.4 and 8.6 is to take the definable
integral describing the number of all ^-groups of coclass r and to add more definable
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conditions so that we are only counting ^-groups in the family J^ and finally only
those which are mainline with twigs of a certain shape.
The pro-p group G is the inverse limit of the ^-groups P^ in the mainline ofj^.
Let ^denote a choice of normal subgroup in ^ such that ^/^ ^ G. For n ^ 1,
let S^ ^ ^denote the normal subgroup with ^/^ ^ P,. Then
Lemma 8.7.

W)-

E l^:Hr|(S:Stab^H)|- 1
HG^%)

wA^

^ ^~. _ f H e ^: ^^ mjiy L e ^ ^rf (p e (8 ^^A l
1 G/

t

H ^ L and (p(^) C L C (p(^)

J •

Proof. — If L € ^ and (p G © with (p(^°) C L then (p defines an isomorphism
between a finite coclass r quotient of %^/^and %^/L. The quotient of ^/^maps
onto Pi since L C (p(^). But such finite coclass r quotients of %^/^are precisely
the groups P^. Hence the coclass r j^-group corresponding to ^,/H is a descendant
of Pn' Conversely any coclass r j&-group %^/H which is in the family j^ must have a
quotient %VL which is isomorphic to %^/^ for some n. As we have proved above,
these isomorphisms lift to automorphisms of %^. Hence H C ^*(^). Note that the set
^(J^) is closed under the action of (S so the number of times a descendant ^,/H
gets counted is still given by |(S : Stab^(H)|. D
Proof of Theorem 8.4. — As in the proof of Theorem 1.12 we split up our zeta
function:
^

l^.-Hl-I^Stab^H)!-^

H€^G}

|^:K|- ^ |(S:^|-1

^
^"^ K < ^

IS i s^O

^

|K:H|-^:Stab^(H)|-'.

H6^(^, K, «)n^'(J^)

Let
^J^) =

(J
M(H) x N(H) C ^r(<'+'i) x ^+i).
H£^'(^, K, a)n^'(J^)

Then

S
|K : H|-^ : Stab^(H)|-1 =cc' t
F (g)F'(x^rfv.
He^(^, K , A)n^(.%)
J^e^o)
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So to prove rationality of this integral we just have to prove that ^(J^) is a definable
subset. Since
^{(y\ = [ ^ ? t? u? s^ e ^r(K^^) : (h, t) is a basis for a subgroup H satisfying 1
v G/
1 "there exists L (E ^ and (p G <8 with H ^ L and (p(^) C L C (p(^)'5 J
we have to prove that this last statement "there exists L C ^ and (p € (8 with
H ^ L and (p(^°) C L C (p(^)95 is definable. We can quantify over subgroups L with
H ^ L C ^ by quantifying over bases for such subgroups. Also the concept of a basis
makes sense for subgroups like S^ which are not open in %^. We therefore fix such a
basis and also a basis for ^. We can also quantify over elements of (8 since they are
given by expressions of the form uvi for i= 1, ...,j. So it becomes a definable statement
to test whether (p(^°) C L C (p(^). Hence the whole condition "there exists L G ^
and (p € (8 with H < L and (p(^°) C L C (p(^)99 is definable and consequently so is
the subset ^(J^). By [4] and [8] this implies then that ^(s) is a rational function
in p~s and completes the proof of Theorem 8.4. D
Proof of Theorem 8.6. — Fix a twig type t G ^(M,N(J^)). Suppose that
^/H ^ P^ one of the mainline groups. We define the descendant twig tn(M) of H
of length M, by
(1) the nodes of tn(M) are equivalence classes of subgroups L C ^ of H of
index at most ^M in H with the property that L does not contain any other subgroup
Hi with %^/Hi ^ Pn+k and k > 0;
(2) there is an edge connecting nodes of tn(M) corresponding to Li and Lg if
Li C L.2 and Lq has index p in Lg.
To prove the rationality of ^^,M,t(^) we have to prove that the following
statement is definable:
"(h, t) is a basis for a subgroup H such that there exist (p € (8 and n € N
with (p(^)=H and tH(M)=t".
The statement "there exist (p e (8 and TZ G N with (p(^) = H35 is equivalent to
(1) "there exist (p C (8 and R G ^; with ^C R C ^ and (p(R) = H59
which is definable.
We can define when a group L G ^ is part of the descendant twig tn(M) of
length M of the group H. This involves the following statements:
(a) "for some m ^ M there exists a chain of subgroups
H=Lo^Li^...^L,_i^L,=L
such that if Lj^ K ^ L^+i then K=L^ or L/+i35; and
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(b) "if there exists Ri € ^ with ^C RI C ^ and L C (p(Ri) then Ri C R
implies that Ri =R 3 5 .
Condition (a) ensures that we are only counting groups of length at most M
from H. In (b), (p and R are the automorphism and group defined in condition (1).
Condition (b) says that %^./L is not a descendant of any mainline group below P^.
Let Tti be the finite set of nodes of t of length i from the root of t and
1 + ^-i,..., 1 + ^ be the valencies of these nodes for z=0,...,M — 1. The nodes of
distance M from the root have valency 1. Then to ensure that tn(M)=t we want to
say that for each H satisfying (1) there exist subgroups L^ (1 ^ z ^ M, 1 ^j ^ ^) such
that (putting Loi = H):
(i) Lij satisfy conditions (a) and (b);
(ii) L,+i, / is a maximal subgroup of Ly for e,\ + • • • + e,:j_i < / ^ e,\ + • . • + ^;
(iii) for j =|= / there does not exist a 6 <8 such that L" = L,y;
(iv) if L is a group satisfying (a) and (b) then there exists a € 0 such that L" = L^
for somej.
This constitutes a finite number of definable statements.
Hence we can definably describe those subgroups H which define mainline
groups with twigs of type t. Hence by [4] and [8] C%,M,t(^) is a rational function.
This competes the proof of Theorem 8.6. D
As a corollary we have therefore proved our periodicity result Theorem 8.3.
Note that it was important to bound the length of twigs we are considering if
we are going to have a chance of making a definable statement. It may be possible
though to exploit these ideas further to understand the sort of periodicity down the
twigs that is conjectured by Newman for example in the tree of coclass 1 5-groups
[31]. For example, we can use a similar argument to prove the rationality of the zeta
function

E IIT

tp(M)=t

where P ranges over all points in the tree J^ (rather than just mainline groups) and
tp(M) is the descendant twig of all non-mainline groups of distance at most M from P.
We can also define terminal points in the tree and capture the rationality of a zeta
function counting cuttings of length M containing a terminal point in the tree.
Our approach does not offer yet any contribution to the quantitative side of
the Periodicity Conjecture P of Newman and O'Brien. Although the definability of
the integrals looks rather unpromising to be able to ascertain the precise period, it
is possible that a more direct analysis of the groups %^ for p = 2 might yield more
precise information about the period. After all, %^ for p = 2 is a finite extension of
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a free abelian pro-p group. In [18], the zeta functions counting normal subgroups
in finite extensions of free abelian groups is considered and related to the work of
Hey, Solomon, Bushnell and Reiner. It is possible then that this approach could yield
information about the period. For example, the period or length of the recurrence
relation is the degree of the denominator in these rational functions. The paper [18]
seeks to understand what the effect of extending a free abelian group by a finite group
has on the rational function. This would be relevant therefore to understanding the
period of these trees.
To understand the zeta functions attached to ^%^ in this part we have used
integrals that are definable in the language J^Q. These integrals translate into integrals
definable in the analytic language cSf^ for the j&-adic integers of [4]. Since ^ is a
finite extension of a finitely generated nilpotent group, it is possible to use the analysis
of [21] for finitely generated nilpotent groups together with the analysis of [8] for
counting subgroups in finite extensions to write the parts of the integrals over bases
for subgroups in %^ in the algebraic language for the j&-adic integers first used in
[3]. At present there doesn't seem a great advantage in this simpler language since its
power comes in understanding uniformity questions across all primes. Such uniformity
properties are not so expected in this setting since the values of g { p , r) and h(p, r) in
the coclass conjectures depend on p. It would be interesting though to see whether
a bound on the periods as we vary the primes could be obtained somehow from an
analysis of these integrals.

9. Examples
9.1. 2-groups and 3-groups of coclass 1
Let us begin with a description of the zeta functions ^ci^) °f coclass 1 j^-groups
for p=2 and 3.
Theorem 9.1. — (1)
,o

2-^(2+2- 2 -)

Seel W = ————————————

(1 - 2-)
(2)
^i,3,, _ S"2^ + 2-3^ + 2 t 3• 2J + 4>3~^ + 3-3"4")
Seel (s) — ———————————————————————————————————

(1 - 3-2-)
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Proof. — ( 1 ) For p=2, c(\, 2, 2)=^(1, 3, 2)=2, and ^ ( l , 7 z , 2 ) = 3 for 7 2 ^ 4 . This
is classical.
(2) Forj&=3, ^ ( l , 2 , 3 ) = ^ ( l , 3 , 3 ) = 2 , r ( l , 4 , 3 ) = 4 and c(\^n- 1 , 3 ) = 6 whilst
c(l, 2n, 3)=7 for n^ 3. These numbers were determined by N. Blackburn in [1]. D
Note that the tree for coclass 1 3-groups actually has bounded twig lengths,
unlike our next example where the twig lengths are unbounded.
9.2. 5-groups of coclass 1

In [31], Newman gives a conjectural description of the tree 3^^ of 5-groups of
coclass 1. It is known that it consists of a single unbounded path made out of (noncyclic) finite quotients of the central quotient of the wreath product of the additive
group of the 5-adic integers by a cyclic group of order 5. Each quotient of order 5m
we denote by Um. It is coclass settled by 56. Also every group in 3f£^ of order 5" has
a quotient Um with 2m > n. Thus every path beginning at Um and not passing through
Uyn+\ has length at most m.
Newman has calculated f(l, n, 5) for n ^ 30. This revealed minor irregularities
for n ^ 16. But the descendant tree of U^, which we denote by <%5(9), revealed a
possible doubly periodic pattern which is described in Table 4(m) of [31]. Using this
conjectural description we can give the following conjectural description of the zeta
function of the tree <^(9).
Theorem 9.2. — Define

^9)^)= Pe^5(9)
EW
00

=^^(^(9))5n=9

If Newman's description of the tree 3^^S) is correct then

(1)
^5-^
^%5(9)(^) =

(1 - 5-8f

where

f(x)^x9 + 18^10 + 38A;11 + 106A;12 + \63x13 + 2Qlx1^ + 393-c15 + 5S2x16
+ 762x17 + 939x16 + 955x19 + 1115^° + 1134^'
+ 1325^2 + 1327^3 + 1499^4
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(2) fl^=^(J%5(9)) satisfies the following linear recurrence relation/or n ^ 25:
^+16=2^+8 — 0-n ;

the initial conditions are provided by the polynomial P(x).

Since Newman has calculated c(l, n, 5) for n < 30 we know already the finite
polynomial ^ {s)—^^^(s) in 5~\ Hence we can get a conjectural description of^(s).
We omit this description since the tyranny of the small (i.e. the minor irregularities for
n ^ 16) results in rather a large numerator.
Corollary 9.3. — IfNewman's description is correct then there exists a polynomial V\(x) of
degree 24 such that
,1,5/,

Pl(5-Q

Seel W = —————————•

(1-5-8j\2

9.3. 2-groups of coclass 2
In [32] some description is given of the 2-groups of coclass 2. In particular there
are 29 groups of order 227Z-1 and 38 groups of order 22" for n ^ 4. Hence we have
Theorem 9.4. — There exists a polynomial Q^x) of degree 8 (which again captures the
tyranny of the small) such that
.2.2
0(2-)
Seel W - ————————•

(1 - 2-2-)
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